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Rumble on the High Plains 
Michael Sweeney 
 
Objectives 
 

● Students will draw images for assigned sections of Rumble on the High Plains to assist 
in the programmatic comprehension with 100% participation. 
MU:Pr4.3.E.Ia Demonstrate an understanding of context in a varied repertoire of music
through prepared and improvised performances. 
 

● Students will reflect on the meaning of the word “Rumble” and express how it relates to 
his or her understanding of Rumble on the High Plains in at least 10 sentences. 
MU:Re8.1.E.Ia Explain and support interpretations of the expressive intent and meaning 
of musical works, citing as evidence the treatment of the elements of music, contexts, 
(when appropriate) the setting of the text, and personal research. 

 
● Students will compose a four bar rhythm, in 4/4 time, using the rhythmic values present 

in the main rhythmic motif of Rumble on the High Plains.  
MU:Cr1.1.E.Ia Compose and improvise ideas for melodies, rhythmic passages,and 
arrangements for specific purposes that reflect characteristic(s) of music from a variety 
of historical periods studied in rehearsal. 
 

● Students will record and submit themselves playing their rhythmic composition with 
100% accuracy. 
MU:Pr6.1.E.Ia Demonstrate attention to technical accuracy and expressive qualities in 
prepared and improvised performances of a varied repertoire of music representing 
diverse cultures,styles, and genres 

 
● Students will recognize his or her role in tuning selected chords from Rumble on the 

High Plains and perform the correct tuning of the selected chords in context with 
expression.  
MU:Pr5.3.E.Ia Develop strategies to address expressive challenges in a varied 
repertoire of music, and evaluate their success using feedback from ensemble peers and 
other sources to refine performances. 
 

● Students will identify non-traditional notation and provide definitions and possible 
performance practices.  
MU:Pr5.3.E.Ia Develop strategies to address expressive challenges in a varied 
repertoire of music, and evaluate their success using feedback from ensemble peers and 
other sources to refine performances. 
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Score Analysis 
 
Composer: 

“Michael Sweeney (b. 1952) is a graduate of Indiana University where he studied 
music education and composition. Mr. Sweeney taught five years in the public schools 
of Ohio and Indiana where his teaching experience includes working with successful 
concert, jazz, and marching programs at all levels from elementary to high school. Since 
1982, he has worked full time for Hal Leonard Corporation in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and 
is currently Director of Band Publications. In addition, he contributes as a composer and 
arranger in all instrumental areas. Michael is particularly known for his writing at the 
younger levels for concert band and jazz, and has over 500 publications to his credit. 
His works appear on numerous state contest lists and his music is regularly performed 
throughout the world. An ASCAP award-winning composer, his “Ancient Voices” (1994) 
and “Imperium” (1992) are analyzed in music education texts from GIA Publications. 
Michael is also in demand as a clinician and conductor for honor bands and festivals.” 

Biography from score 
 
Musical elements:  

 
Melodic: 

Rumble on the High Plains is largely driven by rhythm and form but there are 3 
sections that contain memorable melodies that are occasionally quoted throughout.  
 
Melody #1 as seen in Flute 2 in measures 41 - 48 

 
This melody begins by outlining the B-flat pentatonic scale for the first phrase. The 
second phrase takes more of a scalular approach in the key of d minor which is followed 
by a variation of the first few measures back in B-flat pentatonic. The last measure ends 
the melody in a peculiar way with a series of descending perfect fourths.  
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Melody #2 as seen in the horn part in measures 143- 148 (written pitch) 

 
This melody is a little less obvious as it is accompanied homophonically, in a 

chorale like fashion. It becomes more pronounced when the melody is repeated in 
measure 149 in the first trumpet part.  
 
Melody #3 as seen in the trumpet 1 part in measures 175-180 (written pitch) 

 
The first iteration of the melody is seen in the clarinet section one phrase before 

but is taken up by the trumpet in the next to assist the momentum to the climax. 
Following these two phrases, the theme is repeated twice more using more instruments 
each time. The upward motion of the melody helps the listeners feel the rise of the 
melody and excitement.  
 
Harmonic: 

The harmony is quite traditional and tonal in this piece. Much of the 
accompanying harmony is in fourths and fifths for the sections that are faster and more 
rhythmic. Many transitions use progressions of major and minor chords to move the 
sections from one key to another.  

One section should be highlighted for its harmonic progression and key changes.  
 
Harmonic progression, as seen in the low brass at measure 163 

 
This progression accompanies melody 3 which develops over measures 

163-193. Sweeney presents the chord progression above before melody 3 is even 
heard, thus supporting the orchestrational and emotion build happening over the 
section.  

The other harmonic aspect assisting this build is through a series of key changes 
in this same section. Melody 3, shown above, is rather simple. To help build 
anticipation, Sweeney changes the key center that gives the melody even more of a 
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rising motion. Measures and key centers listed below. Each of these key centers also 
puts strategic instruments in the right tesatura for the melody to slowly move up in pitch.  

163 - C 
175 - E-flat 
181 - C 
187 - A-flat 
194 - B-flat 
 

Rhythmic: 
Rumble on the High Plains is a rhythmic piece in essence. Much of this is due to 

the heavy percussion writing and emphasis on thunderstorm imagery.  
The main rhythmic motif shown below is one of the few elements of this piece 

that is actually repeated throughout. Sweeney uses it as a way to break apart sections 
and also uses it as an effective transition. The rhythm is really great for an intermediate 
level band because there is a perfect opportunity for students to learn how to switch 
quickly from duple to triple subdivision. Once they understand how it comes together, 
this rhythm is best approached by feel. Each note value is shorted every two beats 
giving an accelerando effect. The notation may be intimidating but once students 
understand what is happening, it should be a relatively easy concept to wrap their ears 
around 

 
Another important rhythmic element is the classic syncopated rhythm. 

                                 
While this specific rhythm is present throughout the piece, Sweeney keeps things 

interesting by breaking up each of these values with eighth notes and sixteenth notes, 
but the emphasis on the rhythm above is still observed through articulation. Several 
examples of these can be seen in measures 163-193.  
 

One last interesting rhythmic compositional element is in the section at m. 81. It 
also pertains to melody and harmony. Here the rhythmic values will all be familiar to the 
students but another musical concept may not. Shared monody happens when the 
composer breaks up a melodic line so that different instruments take a different part of 
the melody. This is done in measure 81 through the entrances heard in the flute, oboe, 
clarinet, and muted trumpet. If each instrument were to only play the first note of their 
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part, it would create a melody. This technique is listed here because students will need 
to rely on their rhythmic integrity to execute this section effectively.  

A slightly different way of looking at this section is through harmony. Once the 
melody is broken up, the musicians sustain their pitch creating a cluster chord of sorts. 
This effect was coined by Pulizer winning composer, Joseph Schwantner, as “Static 
Pillars of Harmony.” These are both effects that are easy to comprehend yet difficult to 
explain. They create an ethereal and disjunct feel in this context.  
 
Form: 
*Larger scale form indicated by color 
 

 
 
 
 
Timbre: 

5 

M. 1- 4 Foreboding, low drums like distant thunder 

M. 5 - 20 Churn, drums building to m. 21 

M. 21- 32 Intro to main rhythmic motif 

M. 33 - 40 Transition 

M. 41 - 61 Melody 1 

M. 62 - 80 Transition, return of main rhythmic motif 

M. 81 - 89 Expectantly, the calm before the storm, ethereal 

M. 90 - 105 Rain storm begins 

M. 105 - 120 Toms and Timbales “duel” 

M. 121 - 128 Snare and Xylophone “duel” 

M. 129 - 141 Thunderstorm, heavy percussion 

M. 142 - 156 Calmly, Chorale (Melody 2), clarinet antiphonal 

M. 157 - 162 Transition, quote of Melody 1 

M. 163 - 193 Triumphant, Melody 3 

M. 194 - 214 Transition and finale 



As mentioned several times, this piece is percussion heavy and therefore 
contributes a variety of colors to the overall timbre. I’ve broken up the percussion into 3 
main groups. The first is drums, which are the most important instrument color, 
especially in the middle section with the drum duels. They bring a natural and warm 
color that pairs well with the second group. The group that adds the most character is 
the auxiliary instruments. Sweeny chose instruments that were natural and organic such 
as wind chimes, rainsticks, woodblocks, cowbells, and a gong. Between these two 
groups, the percussion almost imitates a tribal sound that one might expect from the 
Indians living on the plains. The last group is not heard as much which is the mallets. 
Xylophone blends well with the former section. Vibraphone and bells are there to accent 
the woodwinds, but beyond that their color blends in to the texture as a whole.  

Another timbral effect is the unison octaves of the flute and clarinet. They also 
contribute to the tribal and natural sound that the percussion lay the foundation for.  

One of the most unique elements of this piece is the additional percussive 
sounds made by the rest of the ensemble. Sounds made include snaps, slaps, yelling, 
and grunting. The most effective technique was hissing which sounds like rain. 
Accompanied with the thunderous percussion, the hissing is really effective.  
 
Texture: 

Mid-voices seem to be the home base. At the beginning and/or end of several 
sections, Sweeney comes back to the saxophones, horns, and trombones. He 
especially does this in quieter sections that will eventually branch out into full 
orchestration.  

Most of the piece has an open texture until the ‘triumphant’ end. Sweeney would 
likely do this on purpose for contrast, but also because of the natural sounds of the 
entire piece.  

Percussion is a texture all its own since it almost acts as a separate ensemble. In 
the percussion feature, there are many moments where all musicians play that signify 
more intense parts of the thunderstorm. The moments like the duels act as a build up 
and add anticipation for those intense sections.  

 
Expression: 

During the melodic sections of this piece, Sweeney makes a point of putting in 
lots of hairpins and slurs to help guide the phrases. One technique he does that adds 
extra suspension is the 5/4 bars (m. 152). The extra beat added at the end of the 
phrase creates a sense of longing and anticipation for the downbeat. It’s a simple 
compositional technique that demands an emotional response.  

Two extended techniques do a lot for expression. In the section mentioned in the 
former paragraph, clarinets are playing an aleatoric collection of notes below the mostly 
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strict chorale above. It is a truly emotional moment with the chorale structure contrasted 
with residual chaos that is simmering down from the thunderstorm before.  

The second technique that is effective is in measures 211-212. Sweeney gives 
musicians a general, scalular shape to follow. The score indicates that musicians should 
“Play random scale patterns as fast as possible. Use any scale except C major and 
follow approximate contour shown.” This technique in context is really effective because 
the drums drop out just for those two measures. The chaotic sound are suspended 
before moving into a brilliant major chord.  
 
Cultural/Historical Context: 

Little information is available about this piece beyond what is offered in the 
program notes at the beginning of the score. Sweeney shares that the inspiration for 
Rumble on the High Plains came from events and characteristics from the state of 
Kansas past and present. The word “Rumble” is left open to mean a variety of things. 
Sweeney listed a few in the score: 

1. Approach and passing of a thunderous storm on the plains 
2. Thunder of buffalo herds in the early times 
3. Covered wagons crossing the prairie landscape 
4. Civil and political unrest dividing the state in the 1800s 
5. Expansion of the railroads rumbling westward 
6. Low roar of B-29 war planes serviced in Pratt during WWII 
7. Distant rumble of combines and trucks as fields of wheat are harvested 
8. Underlying pioneer spirit of perseverance, triumph, and celebration 

Not one of these is the correct way to listen or perform the piece which leaves the 
meaning up to the musicians playing it and those listening 

 
Rumble on the High Plains was commissioned by Pratt (KS) High School Band with 
director Don Buhler.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rumble on the High Plains Unit 
Activity #1 - Form and Storyboards 
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Teachers guide 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Objective:  
Students will draw images for assigned sections of Rumble on the High Plains to assist in the 
programmatic comprehension with 100% participation. 
 
Students will make deeper connections between art and music through drawing.  
 
Standards Addressed: 
MU:Pr4.3.E.Ia Demonstrate an understanding of context in a varied repertoire of music through 
prepared and improvised performances. 
 
Materials Needed: 

- Speaker 
- Assigned groups 
- Paper 
- Colored pencils or other drawing tools 

 
Warmup: 
 

 
 

1) Have this image pulled up on the screen as students enter. 
2)  Listen to a section of Rumble on the High Plains. (m. 81-89) 
3) Ask students what they think is going on in the image and discuss 
4) Keep image up and play a different section of the piece. (m. 143 - 156) 

a) Does the story change?  
 
Activity: 
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Rumble on the High Plains is a programmatic piece. The composer gave us guidance on what 
the general theme is, but left any specific interpretations up to the performers. Students will be 
broken up into groups based on the large scale form of Rumble on the High Plains. The large 
scale form can be referenced in the Analysis section of this Unit. Each group will draw and/or 
color an image that best tells the story of that section in the piece. The groups will have 20 
minutes to complete this image. Once the images are finished, each group will present their 
artwork and share why they decided to draw what they did. After all of the groups have 
presented, the images will be displayed in order somewhere in the classroom as a visual 
reminder of our interpretation of the story as a class.  
 
Procedure: 

1) Divide students into seven groups. If the class is particularly large, you can divide the 
form further into sub sections. 

2) Assign each group a section from the piece and ask them to draw an image as a group 
representing the feel of the section. What do they see going on in the story? 

3) Give students 15-20 minutes to complete the drawing.  
4) Walk around and interact with each group asking questions and commenting on their 

work thus far 
5) Once time is up, have students present their images in order of the form 
6) After each group presents, play through the section as an ensemble with those images 

in mind 
a) Think pair share: What did students do differently? 

7) Display all images in order somewhere in the classroom for students to reference.  
a) Also share the images in the program or on a screen during concerts for parents 

to see.  
 
Assessment: 
Checklist 
 

 
Additional Comments: 
 
Rumble on the High Plains Unit 
Activity #2 - Cultural Connections 
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Student contributed to the creative process of their group by giving 
their own input and views 

 Y or N 

The group presented a school appropriate image depicting their 
assigned section of the piece 

 Y or N 

The group presented thoughtful description of their created image 
and the reasoning behind it.  

 Y or N 

Think, pair, share. Student made a musical change in response to 
the image created by their peers 

 Y or N 



Teacher’s Guide 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Objective:  
 
Students will reflect on the meaning of the word “Rumble” and express how it relates to his or 
her understanding of Rumble on the High Plains in at least 10 sentences.  
 
Standards Addressed: 

MU:Re8.1.E.Ia Explain and support interpretations of the expressive intent and meaning of 
musical works, citing as evidence the treatment of the elements of music, contexts, (when 
appropriate) the setting of the text, and personal research. 

Materials needed: 
 

- Paper to journal 
- Audio of Rumble on the High Plains 
- John Macallister Chorale 2 

https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/uploads/2/4/7/2/24727629/symphonic_warm-ups_-
_2016_edits.pdf 

 
Warmup: 

1) Ask students to make a list of emotions (mournful, hopeful, anxious, angry, etc.) 
2) PIck one and ask the students to play the McCallister chorale 2 (or any tuning/warmup 

chorale being used) as if they were feeling that emotion and needed to express it to 
someone in the audience.  

a) Students should do so without drastically changing articulation and should 
maintain good tone and breathing throughout 

3) Continue this exercise with 2 or 3 more emotions 
4) After each emotion, discuss what students changed in their playing to convey a 

particular emotion or feeling.  
a) Make notes on the board under each selected emotion.  

 
 
Activity: 
The purpose of this activity is to allow students to make their own connections between the 
culture and history of Kansas and the word “Rumble” as it applies to the piece. Before students 
are assigned the activity, the instructor will pull up the program notes about the composer’s 
inspiration. Sweeney gives 8 examples suggested by students about how the word “Rumble” 
relates to the piece. Here are the reasons: 

1. Approach and passing of a thunderous storm on the plains 
2. Thunder of buffalo herds in the early times 
3. Covered wagons crossing the prairie landscape 
4. Civil and political unrest dividing the state in the 1800s 
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5. Expansion of the railroads rumbling westward 
6. Low roar of B-29 war planes serviced in Pratt during WWII 
7. Distant rumble of combines and trucks as fields of wheat are harvested 
8. Underlying pioneer spirit of perseverance, triumph, and celebration 

 
For this activity, students will either pick one of the reasons above, or come up with their 

own, and journal about how their definition of “Rumble” perpetuates throughout the piece. They 
will also journal on the significance of the event or landscape and how it shares the events and 
characteristics of Kansas.  
 
Assessment: 
Journal Assessment and Rubric 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rumble on the High Plains Unit 
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 0 1 2 

Student wrote 10 sentences Student wrote 
less than 5 
sentences.  

Student wrote 5 
sentences or more 

Student wrote 10 
sentences 

Student defined the word 
“Rumble” 

Did not define 
the word 
“Rumble” 

Defined the word 
“Rumble” 

 

Student explained the 
significance of their definition of 
“Rumble”  

Explanation not 
present 

Student 
referenced the 
significance but 
did not expand on 
their ideas 

Student offered 
well explained 
reason 

Students explanation 
referenced its significance to 
the character and landscape of 
Kansas 

Did not reference 
Kansas 

 Kansas is 
referenced in the 
significance 
explanation 

 

  Total:  



Activity #3 - Rhythm 
Teacher’s Guide 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Objective:  
Students will compose a four bar rhythm, in 4/4 time, using the rhythmic values present in the 
main rhythmic motif of Rumble on the High Plains. 
 
Students will record and submit themselves playing their rhythmic composition with 100% 
accuracy. 
 
Standards Addressed: 
MU:Cr1.1.E.Ia Compose and improvise ideas for melodies, rhythmic passages,and 
arrangements for specific purposes that reflect characteristic(s) of music from a variety of 
historical periods studied in rehearsal. 

MU:Pr6.1.E.Ia Demonstrate attention to technical accuracy and expressive qualities in prepared 
and improvised performances of a varied repertoire of music representing diverse 
cultures,styles, and genres 

Materials needed: 

- Rumble on the High Plains rhythmic excerpt 
- Notation paper and pencil 
- Recording device 

Warm-up: 
Procedure:  

1) I recommend first following the order of line A, C, D, B. Students should sing or clap the 
rhythm of each line before playing on a concert B-flat (or pitch of choice). 

2) After reviewing each of the rhythmic values, put them together. Line E and F are 
opposites. Follow the same procedure above where students sing/clap the line before 
playing it 

3) Repeat process with lines G and H 
4) If students have a really good handle on switching between duple and triple, have them 

switch each beat to a new rhythm 
5) Sing/clap/play line I. This line puts all the rhythms in 2 measures. It also serves as an 

example for the activity students are about to do.  
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Activity: 
 

Using the rhythmic values from the warm up and rhythmic motif, students will compose 
their own 4 bar rhythm in 4/4 time. Each rhythm should contain each rhythm once. Students will 
perform these rhythms by speaking the rhythms into a recorder to submit online. All recordings 
should have a metronome going in the background. Line “I” is one example of how all the 
rhythms should be used.  
 
Main rhythmic motif: 
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The purpose of this assignment is to assess whether students can feel the difference 
and pulse of a duple versus triple subdivision. This is tricky and will need practice which will help 
with the main motif in context of the piece. Students will need to submit their best work that is in 
time and at least 90% accurate.  
 
Assessment: 
Rubric 
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 1 2 3 4 

Recording Submission Not submitted   submitted 

Recording in MP3, MP4, 
WAV format 

No    Yes 

Student performed 
composition with a 
metronome 

No   Yes 

Student performed 
rhythms correctly and in 
time 

Correct only 1 
measure 

Correct only 2 
measures 

Correct only 3 
measures 

Correct all 4 
measures. 

Composition contained all 
4 rhythms 

Contained 1 
rhythm 

Contained 2 
rhythms 

Contained 3 
rhythms 

Contained 4 
rhythms 

Composition is 4 
measures long in 4/4 time 

1 measure 
long 

2 measures 
long 

3 measures 
long 

4 measures 
long 



Rumble on the High Plains Unit 
Activity #4 - Harmony and Expression 
Teacher’s Guide 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Objectives: 
Students will recognize his or her role in tuning selected chords from Rumble on the High Plains 
 
Students will perform the correct tuning of the selected chords in context with expression.  
 
Standards Addressed: 

MU:Pr6.1.E.Ia Demonstrate attention to technical accuracy and expressive qualities in prepared 
and improvised performances of a varied repertoire of music representing diverse 
cultures,styles, and genres. 

MU:Pr5.3.E.Ia Develop strategies to address expressive challenges in a varied repertoire of 
music, and evaluate their success using feedback from ensemble peers and other sources to 
refine performances. 

Materials needed: 

- 4-part chorale arrangement 
- Tuner 

Warm-up: 
Procedure:  

1) Breathing: 
a) In 8, out 8 
b) In 4, out 8 
c) In 2, out 8  
d) In 1, out 8 
e) Repeat a-d but out at 12 and 16 

2) Repeat breathing exercise on a concert B-flat 
3) Once students are able to sustain pitches full value, ask them to pull up their expression 

sheet. Each expression requires control of air and volume. You can either go straight 
down the page or choose a couple that work best with the selected passages. (in the 
context of the following lesson, I would focus on C, D, and E) 

4) To be successful at this warmup, students should work to control an even increase and 
decrease in dynamic. If students are struggling, lessen the dynamic range to mf.  
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Activity: 

Part 1: Tuning 

 

The chorale below is arranged for the full band from measures 149-156 in Rumble on 
the High Plains. Slight adjustments have been made such as the addition of fermatas, absence 
of 5/4, shortening noted values, and additional dynamics. These changes were made to make it 
more suited to our tuning and expressive needs in these activities.  

For the first activity, we will be discussing just intonation and the changes we will need to 
be aware of for sustained chord. Some are major, some minor, and one is a dominant 7 chord. 
The charts above show what small adjustments need to be made for the chord to ring.  
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Procedure: 

1) Have students play the last chord in this chorale which is a major chord 
2) Students will raise their hands if they have the root, third, and fifth when asked 

a) For each group, review the small adjustments needed to help the chord ring 
3) Breathe in well as a group and have students play the final chord at a mp.  
4) Encourage students to adjust by listening rather than using a tuner.  
5) Put this in context by having the students play the last 2 measures. When they land on 

the last chord, give them a moment for it to lock into place.  
6) Follow steps 1-4 with the minor chord at the second fermata 
7) Put it in context at the pick ups to measure 3 
8) Follow steps 1-4 with the dominant 7 chord at the third fermata 
9) Put it in context at the pick ups to measure 5 
10) Have students put into use what they learned with the first chord 
11) First have them play the chord to determine the quality 
12) Then let them decide if they are the root, third, fifth, or seventh (if applicable) 
13) Give the down beat and let them tune to each other 
14) Put it in context of the first 2 measures 
15) Put the whole thing together, lingering on the fermatas. 

Part 2: Phrasing and Expression 

Much of the teaching aspect of this part is covered in the warm up. This chorale gives 
the students a chance to put their dynamic control into context. 

Procedure: 

1) Begin with playing measures 1-4. We start soft with a fairly dramatic crescendo to the 
second fermata 

a) Are students crescendoing gradually or abruptly 
2) Play again and encourage students to use the dynamics as support to their own 

emotions in these measures 
a) Are students making music? Or are students playing mechanically? 

3) Play first 4 measures again and continue to the second fermata 
a) Observe and assess the decrescendo in a similar manner as above. 

4) Play the pick ups from measure 5 to the end.  
a) Assess as before 

5) Put the whole thing in context. 
a) Do you hear the dynamic contrast? 
b) Are crescendos and decrescendos gradual? 
c) Are students still observing their tuning from part one? 
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Assessment: 

Mini- Quiz and self - assessment 

Identify what part of the chord you play (4 points possible) 

1) First fermata ______ 
2) Second fermata______ 
3) Third fermata _____ 
4) Fourth fermata _____ 

If you are playing a major chord and have the third of a chord, how do you need to adjust for 
Just Intonation? What do you need to do with your instrument and embouchure to achieve this? 
Explain below. (4 points possible) 

 

Rate yourself (Not for points) 

How well are you able to hear when tuning adjustments need to be made? (1 = I can’t hear 
anything, 5 = I can hear everything) 

1 2 3 4 5 

How much control do you feel you have over your crescendos and decrescendos or extreme 
ends of the dynamics. (1 = I feel out of control, 5 = I can play with control at any dynamic level 
and marking) 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Rumble on the High Plains Unit 
Activity #5 - Extended Techniques and Effects 
Teacher’s guide 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Objective: 
Students will perform selected passages from Rumble on the High Plains containing extended 
techniques independently and with musical intent, and will reflect on their contribution to the 
overall effect.  
 
Students will identify non-traditional notation and provide definitions and possible performance 
practices 
 
Standard Addressed: 

MU:Pr5.3.E.Ia Develop strategies to address expressive challenges in a varied repertoire of 
music, and evaluate their success using feedback from ensemble peers and other sources to 
refine performances. 

Materials needed: 
- Rumble on the High Plains sheet music 
- Paper for evaluation 
- Sheet of Scales if needed for reference 

 
Warmup: 
Process: Review scales below by allowing students 30 seconds to practice on their own. This 
creates a sense of chaos that will be replicated in the piece and allows students independent 
time to review their fingerings. After the 30 seconds on their own, students will play the scale 
together as a class at a comfortable tempo (80-100bpm). Repeat with as many scales as 
desired. Suggested scales listed below. (anything but C) 
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Activity: 
After playing through the aleatoric section at m. 143 and the free play section at m. 211 of the 
piece, students will reflect on how each effect is notated, how it sounds, and what they will need 
to do in order to achieve each desired effect. Specific prompt questions listed below. 
 
In your journal answer the following prompts regarding the aleatoric section at m. 143. 

1. How is this technique notated? Describe or draw 
2. What does this technique sound like? 
3. What do you need to do as a musician to achieve this effect? Think about air, 

embouchure, and tempo 
4. How does this effect contribute to the composer’s intent for the piece?  

 
In your journal answer the following prompts regarding the free play section at m. 211.  

1. How is this technique notated? Describe or draw 
2. What does this technique sound like? 
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3. What do you need to do as a musician to achieve this effect? Think about air, 
embouchure, and tempo 

4. How does this effect contribute to the composer’s intent for the piece?  
 

 

Total : 

Total: 
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Aleatoric 0 1 2 

Question 1 No response 
given/incorrect 

Draws or describes 
correct notation 

 

Question 2 No response 
given/incorrect  

Vague description 
of sound 

Describes sound 
in detail 

Question 3 No response 
given/incorrect  

Vague description 
of action 

Describes action 
in detail 

Question 4 No response 
given/incorrect 

Vague comment 
about contribution  

Thoughtful 
comment on the 
effects 
contribution 

Free - Play 0 1 2 

Question 1 No response 
given/incorrect 

Draws or describes 
correct notation 

 

Question 2 No response 
given/incorrect  

Vague description 
of sound 

Describes sound 
in detail 

Question 3 No response 
given/incorrect  
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Glossary of Terms: 

Homophonic: accompanying parts share the same rhythm as the melody 
 
Just Intonation: tuning of intervals as whole number ratios of frequencies 
 
Key Center: home base, “do” in solfege, scale degree 1 
 
Motif: a recurring subject, theme, or idea 
 
Pentatonic: essentially a major scale with the 4th and 7th omitted.  
 
Programmatic: music containing a narrative  
 
Shared Monody: The individual entrances of several instruments create a melody. 
 
Static Pillars of Harmony: Term coined by Joseph Schwantner that describes the effect 
of building a harmony through sustained notes outlining a musical line with several 
instruments. Akin to holding the sustain pedal on the piano 
 
Syncopation: placing emphasis on weak beats.  
 
Triple/duple Subdivision: the division of beats into 2 = duple, 3 = triple. Duple  
subdivision can be seen in time signatures such as ¾ or 4/4. Triple subdivision can be 
seen in time signatures such as 6/8 or 9/8. Triple subdivision is also shown in triplets if 
the rhythm is being placed in a duple time signature.  
 
 
Resources 
Just Intonation:  
http://www.carolinehartig.com/clientuploads/pdfs/Chords%20of%20Just%20Intonation.pdf 
 
Tuning Chorale: 
https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/uploads/2/4/7/2/24727629/symphonic_warm-ups_-_2016_
edits.pdf 
 
Score, Program notes, and composer bio: 
HalLeonard.com. (n.d.). Rumble on the High Plains. Retrieved from 
https://www.halleonard.com/product/4002377/rumble-on-the-high-plains 
 
Reference and Guidance: 
OToole, P. A. (2003). Shaping sound musicians: An innovative approach to teaching 
comprehensive musicianship through performance. Chicago, IL: GIA Publications. 
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